
1，Screen off power

2，Removing the center saddle

3，Find the original cigarette lighter plug under the water cup holder, and

transfer the plug to take the power



4，Removing the rear air outlet

5，Find the rear air outlet signal plug, transfer to read the signal. (Note

that the signal plug is hidden in the deeper part of the air outlet, please

observe the position carefully, and pull the plug out gently)



6，Connect the parts and test whether the all-in-one streamer works

properly and whether the rear camera and chassis camera display properly.

7，Follow the wiring as shown



1: Cigarette lighter adapter position. 2: Rearview mirror.

3: Rear view camera. 4: Chassis camera. (Harness wired

down from the rear bar)

8，Remove the original rearview mirror. (PS: pay attention to remove the

small trim first, and then force to unscrew the original mirror)

9，Replace the original mirror for installation, note that the Tesla 3/Y

with the goods, the mirror bottom bracket is different.



10，Rear camera wiring, following the original wiring harness wiring.

(Take Maodu III as an example)



11，Note: remove the original rear camera bracket without removing the

original rear license plate holder, lightly press the license plate, you can

remove the original camera bracket.

(Note: remove the original rear camera bracket without removing the

original rear license plate frame, lightly press the license plate, you can

remove the original camera bracket)



12，The chassis camera extension cable goes down from the waterproof

tape, without removing the rear bar

13，Route the extension cable to the middle of the vehicle, pay attention

to the wiring harness not to be pressed by the bottom shield, which may

cause the chassis camera not to work



14，Chassis camera installation location(installed in the middle of the

vehicle this silver place, before installation, please wipe clean here)

(installed in the middle of the vehicle this silver place, before installation,

please wipe clean here)



The head mounting position, after pasting, check if it is tight.

15，Restore and check if the all-in-one streaming function works.


